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We have designed a diverse CNS-focused library based on the structure/CNS-oriented
activity relationships of marketed drugs, clinical candidates and reference compounds and
derived on hand of the data from our BioPrint® database (an overall of 2500 compounds
profiled in house in more than 170 in vitro assays: receptors, enzymes, ion channels,
cellular functional tests and in vitro ADMET assays) [1, 2].
A total of 978 compounds from BioPrint were classified such as “CNS-active” (193
compounds) or “CNS-inactive” (785 compounds), and a Linear Discriminant Analysis
(LDA) was performed on a randomly chosen training set of 665 compounds in order to
generate a CNS-QSAR model. LDA is a pattern recognition method providing a
classification model based on the combination of variables that best predicts the category
or group to which a given compound belongs. Independent variables in this study were
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Autocorrelograms). Compounds with positive and negative LDA values correspond to
“predicted CNS-active” and “predicted CNS-inactive” respectively.
The resulting QSAR model was applied to the test set of 313 structures, and it was able to
correctly classify 80% of both CNS-active and inactive compounds. Furthermore, when the
model was applied to an external set of 545 structures from the Merck Index, the ratio of
CNS-active compounds witnessed a significant enrichment among the predicted actives,
since 79.8 % of them (170 from 213 predicted actives) were correctly classified.
We have used this model to select and synthesize a library of CNS-focused compounds. In
order to further guarantee the ability of these compounds to pass the blood-brain barrier,
several important physicochemical parameters have been predicted as well using our
predictive QSAR models derived from BioPrint® data, such as LogD at pH=7.4 and Caco2 apical-to-basolateral permeability. Empirical filters (Lipinski rule-of-5, PSA) were also
applied. Finally a set of more than 2000 compounds with predicted LDA > 0 and optimal
physicochemical parameters were selected for synthesis. Amongst the final set of
compounds, several original chemotypes have been identified.
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